DATE: 3rd/4th April 2019

BEGINNING WITH SOCIAL EVENT on April 3rd, 2019 19:00

Dinner and Get Together in the Restaurant
Hausbrauerei "Zum Schlüssel"
Bolkerstraße 41-47
40213 Düsseldorf
https://www.zumschluessel.de/

LOCATION on April 4th, 2019:
3M Deutschland GmbH
Carl-Schurz-Straße 1
41460 Neuss
https://www.3mdeutschland.de/3M/de_DE/unternehmen-de/ueber-3m/

Parking: in Front of the Building
Room: 3M Street, first Floor

Check-in-Time: 9:00-9:30 in the Entrance Area

End: 16:00

pictures: www.pixabay.com, 3M Deutschland GmbH

HOTEL RECOMMANDATIONS

Dorint Düsseldorf-Neuss
Selikumer Straße 25
41460 Neuss
Phone: +49 (0) 2131 7700
https://hotel-duesseldorf-neuss.dorint.com

Crowne Plaza Düsseldorf-Neuss
Rheinallee 1
41460 Neuss
Phone: +49 (0) 2131 1840
https://www.crowneplaza.com

Holiday Inn Düsseldorf-Neuss
Anton-Kux-Straße 1
41460 Neuss
Phone: +49 (0) 2131 1840
https://holidayinn.com

REGISTRATION DEADLINE | March 22nd, 2019
by E-mail to Anita Wedel:
secretary@displayforum.de

The number of participants is limited to 80 persons.
Note of caution as per § 3.4 of the DFF

As DFF meetings are not covered by mutual NDAs, the DFF advises its members as well as every participant at DFF meetings to check and carefully select - in their own interests - all information provided in presentations or discussion of any kind.

Please note, that program changes are possible!

We ask you to leave your name badge after the meeting.

Thursday, April 4th, 2019

09:00-09:30  Registration
09:30-09:40  Welcome

Frank Schimmelpfennig, Gira Giersiepen GmbH & Co. KG, Member of the Board of the DFF t.b.a., 3M

09:40-09:45  Dr. Ulrich Rütten, DFF
Agenda & Guidelines for the Day

09:45-10:05  Dr. Will Edmonds, 3M
Emergence of New Display Applications and the Challenge for Efficient Light Control

10:05-10:25  Dr. Udo Krüger, TechnoTeam Bildverarbeitung GmbH
Repeatability and Reproducibility considerations for BlackMURA measurements (according to current OEM specification)

10:25-11:00  Networking - Coffee Break

11:00-11:20  Valentin Jacoutot, Canatu Oy
Shaping surfaces into experiences

11:20-11:50  Dr. Panos Konstantopoulos
Are premium infotainment systems safe? On-road eye tracking analysis

11:50-13:10  Networking - Lunch

13:10-14:20  Group Photo & 3M Visits:
1. World of Innovation
2. Inspiration Lab

14:20-14:40  Nelson Gonçalves Pimentel, 3M
Protect your Display with 3M™ VHB™ Tape

14:40-15:10  Networking - Coffee Break

15:10-15:30  JK Kuo, BenQMaterials

15:30-15:50  Simon Jones, FlexEnable Ltd.
Conformed and shaped OLCD displays for Automotive: Enabling a revolutionary change in HMI with an incremental change in supply chain

15:50-16:00  Dr. Ulrich Rütten, DFF
News from the DFF, Concluding Remarks and Good Bye